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Humor is the most celebrated of all Jewish responses to modernity. In this book, Ruth Wisse evokes

and applauds the genius of spontaneous Jewish joking--as well as the brilliance of comic

masterworks by writers like Heinrich Heine, Sholem Aleichem, Isaac Babel, S. Y. Agnon, Isaac

Bashevis Singer, and Philip Roth. At the same time, Wisse draws attention to the precarious

conditions that call Jewish humor into being--and the price it may exact from its practitioners and

audience.  Wisse broadly traces modern Jewish humor around the world, teasing out its implications

as she explores memorable and telling examples from German, Yiddish, English, Russian, and

Hebrew. Among other topics, the book looks at how Jewish humor channeled Jewish learning and

wordsmanship into new avenues of creativity, brought relief to liberal non-Jews in repressive

societies, and enriched popular culture in the United States.  Even as it invites readers to consider

the pleasures and profits of Jewish humor, the book asks difficult but fascinating questions: Can the

excess and extreme self-ridicule of Jewish humor go too far and backfire in the process? And is

"leave 'em laughing" the wisest motto for a people that others have intended to sweep off the stage

of history?
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(RUSA) of the American Library Association"[S]ubtle and provocative."--Anthony Gottlieb, New York

Times Book Review "Ms. Wisse provides a rich assortment of mordant wit at the threshold of

extinction."--Edward Kosner, Wall Street Journal"Accessible to nonacademic audiences as well as

scholars, this cultural history is a welcome addition to the study of humor in a sociopolitical

context."--Publishers Weekly"[E]xcellent. . . . I applaud the intellectual courage of this book, the

breadth of Wisse's learning, the comprehensiveness of her ambitions, her unembarrassed

declarations of pleasure in what she finds funny (and if we don't, that's tough on us), her

unapologetic references to such serious students of comedy as Freud, whose writing on jokes it is

easy to deride, and the confidence with which she moves from rabbis to writers to jesters, from

literature to music hall and back. Comedy is comedy is comedy."--Howard Jacobson, Standpoint"In

the delightful book No Joke: Making Jewish Humor (Princeton University Press) Harvard professor

Ruth Wisse evokes and applauds the genius of Jewish joking--as well as the brilliance of comic

masterworks by writers like Heinrich Heine, Sholem Aleichem, Isaac Babel, S.Y. Agnon, Isaac

Bashevis Singer, and Philip Roth. Wisse broadly traces modern Jewish humour around the world,

teasing out its implications as she explores memorable and telling examples from German, Yiddish,

English, Russian and Hebrew."--Canadian Jewish News"[A] rare work of cultural scholarship that is

also laugh-out-loud-funny."--Jonathan Kirsch, Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles"Wisse, Martin

Peretz Professor of Yiddish Literature and professor of comparative literature at Harvard, surveys

Jewish humor from Heinrich Heine and Franz Kafka to Larry David and Howard Jacobson,

displaying its wit and comic genius at the same time that she looks behind its surface at the often

painful and dangerous experiences it reflects."--Maron L. Waxman, Jewish Book Council"Seriously

funny, humorously serious, scholarly, witty and wise."--Kirkus Reviews"[S]harp and thoughtful. . . .

To her credit, Ms. Wisse offers no general theory of Jewish humour in her book, preferring

description and textual analysis, at which she excels, to psycho-historical puffery."--Economist"[Ruth

Wisse] has produced an excellent treatise about Jewish comedy in all of its forms, focusing her

gaze on how it has changed and responded to the shifting landscape of Jewish

powerlessness."--Elaine Margolin, Jerusalem Post"[R]ichly absorbing."--Robert Fulford, National

Post"No Joke is a remarkable combination of scholarship and current concerns, written in elegant

prose, which can be enjoyed three times: first, for the humor; second, for the erudition; and finally

and most important, for its moral vision."--Rick Richman, Commentary"Because Jewish humor

arose in response to specific conditions of living, Wisse organizes chapters around locales and

times: Germany, the Anglosphere, fascism (Hitler and Stalin) and modern Israel. Wisse calls humor

the only folk art that isn't copyrighted."--Christian Century"No Joke is a thought-provoking



compilation of humorous stories woven almost seamlessly with history, and interpretive analysis.

The author keeps it personal--sometimes moving comfortably into a relaxed and chatty tone--and

she keeps it real."--Martin A. David, New York Journal of Books"[No Joke] offer[s] a far-reaching

discussion of the essential role humor plays in an ethnic group that historically has dwelt in the

margins of the nations and cultures of others. . . . [N]o Joke is a comprehensive and insightful

historical survey of Jewish humor and its perpetrators, ranging from Heinrich Heine to Woody

Allen."--Daniel Klein, Harvard Magazine"From 19th century writer Heinrich Heine to the Post's own

Joey Adams to Philip Roth and even Larry David, scholars and popular readers alike will find food

for thought--and laughs--in Wisse's analysis of this oft-illicit genre."--Billy Heller, New York

Post"Wisse is an uncommonly graceful writer making No Joke a most pleasurable read. . . . [W]hile

her book covers much well-trodden territory, she both synthesizes the ideas of others adroitly and

provides an abundance of fresh insights of her own."--Matt Nesvisky, Jerusalem Report"Wisse's

smartly and sharply written book offers an alternative to Freud's book, but not a refutation of

it."--Robert A. Segal, Times Higher Education"[D]azzling."--Martin Peretz, New York Observer"[No

Joke] is a dialogue of Wisse's powerful and agile mind with itself, frequently expressed in balanced,

antithetical sentences that have the epigrammatic power of couplets by Alexander Pope."--Edward

Alexander, Chicago Jewish Star"Wisse, arguably the foremost Yiddishist in North America, has

produced a jewel of a book on Jewish humor, replete with academic erudition and often

side-splitting jokes. She is equally at home in the works of Heinrich Heine, Sholem Aleichem, I.B.

Singer, the Israelis, and Philip Roth, as well as among Borscht Belt comedians in the Catskills, or

with Woody Allen and Mel Brooks. . . . This is a wise, well-written, and unique analysis of why Jews

laugh."--Choice"With her book packed with juicy Jewish quips and tales from across the ages,

Wisse shows she has a good sense of humor, too."--Dan Pine, J, the News Weekly of Northern

California"[T]he proper way to launch an appraisal of No Joke: Making Jewish Humor, Ruth Wisse's

excursion through the world of Jewish jocularity, is to immediately brand her book as intellectually

bracing, disarmingly entertaining, and disturbingly candid. . . . [No Joke] leaves the reader with an

excellent view of the subject."--Jonathan Lazarus, New Jersey Jewish Standard"In No Joke, Wisse

follows laughter from the Yiddish heartland to the Borscht Belt and beyond, providing a

comprehensive look at what has kept our oft-oppressed people laughing for so many years."--Matt

Robinson, Jewish Journal of Massachusetts"No Joke: Making Jewish Humor is the perfect

combination of the scholarly and the populist, with some excellent jokes thrown in--not least that at

the foot of page 122 (you need to buy the book!) which while old still hasn't lost its comic power.

Enjoy, enjoy: what's not to like!"--Dr Charles H. Middleburgh, Middleburgh Blog"Even as it invites



readers to consider the pleasures and profits of Jewish humor, the book asks difficult but fascinating

questions: Can the excess and extreme self ridicule of Jewish humor go too far and backfire in the

process? And is 'leave 'em laughing' the wisest motto for a people that others have intended to

sweep off the stage of history?"--World Book Industry

"Ruth Wisse's electrifying undressing of Jewish wit catapults us well past Freud's far more inhibited

perceptions and into the naked precincts of tragic insight. Riffing through the laughter thrown up by

the interpenetrations of language, history, and the political culture of variegated societies, Wisse

uncovers subversion, paradox, fright, anger, grief, and the often defeated imagination of reversal.

Tickle the funny bone long enough, she warns, and hilarity will expose dread. This stirringly original

study of Jewish joking reveals the darker irony that underlies the comedic ironies of the Jewish mind

at play."--Cynthia Ozick"One of the most interesting and insightful books about comedy I've ever

read. I learned a lot, and I laughed a lot."--B. J. Novak, writer and actor, The Office"This is a wise

and witty book, and a necessary one, too, because Jewish humor hasn't always received the

commentary and analysis it deserves. Almost every page of this fine new work offers something to

learn from or laugh about--or both."--William Novak, coeditor of The Big Book of Jewish Humor"The

funniest thing since we let the goyim into show business."--David Mamet"It's a treat. The jokes are

abundant, well chosen, and funny; and Ruth Wisse brings Harvard scholarship to our wonderful

Yiddish treasury of humor. A salute and congratulations to Professor Wisse."--Herman Wouk"An

essential examination of Jewish humor. Ruth Wisse ably traces the subject through high literature

and low culture, from Heine to Borat, offering new and glimmering insights in each case. She takes

on the difficult questions, not least the one of utility: has humor helped the Jews, and does it help

them still? No Joke is vastly erudite, deeply informative, and delightfully written--plus it's got plenty

of good jokes. What more could one ask for?"--Jeremy Dauber, Columbia University"No Joke is

both an anthology and running interpretation of Jewish humor. Ruth Wisse provides original

treatments of Heine, Kafka, Sholem Aleichem, Israel Zangwill, Leonard Q. Ross (Leo Rosten), Sh.

Y. Agnon, and Philip Roth, among many others. In an age of books that cover four or five disparate

figures and call themselves wide-ranging, No Joke is a return to the ambition of comprehensiveness

and to the confidence that scholarship might appeal to the common educated reader. I can't

recommend the book more highly."--D. G. Myers, Ohio State University

This is clearly not a joke book although it does contain some very funny jokes. The jokes are not

free standing, but are there to demonstrate a particular point. Some of the points are very dark, like



Jewish jokes about Nazi cruelty, as well asjokes refering to other persecutions. It also gives incites

into many comedians and historical figures. I feel the book is important, and not siply an easy read.

If you are looking for classic Yiddish jokes, you won't find many here. Fair enough, the title makes

clear there is not a joke book. It is an academic study of a genre of humor by a Harvard professor,

learned and somewhat arid. I found it difficult to complete.

Prof. Wisse has written an excellent and absorbing history of Jewish humor through centuries of

turmoil. While it relates many, truly side-splitting, jokes along the way, this is serious history, not

child's play. This book is anything but "boring." As a historian myself, I know how difficult it is to write

authoritatively about a subject that could so easily sail above the reader's head. Prof. Wisse instead

brings the reader along. If the reader works at it, much will be learned about Jewish history, and

sadness and laughter will be co-mingled along the way. But above all, knowledge will be gained,

and that is a source of both appreciation and excitement.

Although Ruth Wisse and I are contemporaries, having both grown up in Montreal, we never met.

Through her writing I relivemy youth steeped in Yiddishkeit.Being fluent in Yiddish which I use every

day is one of my greatest pleasures.

Ruth Wisse provides brilliant explanations of the relationship of Jewish humour to the situation of

the people were in at the time. Read next to Nirenberg's "Anti-Zionism" it makes a good

combination, while the particular subtlety of the mostly very self-deprecating humour contrasts with

other more "pie in the face" American and Australian humour. It is interesting to see the wonderful

humour as a form of self-therapy arising in troubled times where one does not really know whether

to laugh or cry.

A wonderful book. Read it and enjoy it and then do it again. Some of the jokes will be familiar, many

will not. What will come as a surprise is how much of history will be reflected in these stories (and,

yes, another name for jokes a very short well-written story with a twist at the end).

Prof. Weiss's narrative is very complete. This is a very serious book and is therefore aptly named

"No Joke". I found the early chapters dealing with the "humor" leading up to the 20th century to be

informative, but somewhat tedious, and at times difficult to follow. Sometimes, the irony of the



"humor" escaped me as being humor. As the narrative progressed into the 20th century I found the

read easier and more interesting, but perhaps that is because I could relate more to the humor and

the culture and times that nurtured it.

Too often studying humor kills the joke. Such is not the case with Ruth R. Wisse's "No Joke". The

reader doesn't have to be Jewish or even have a knowledge of the Yiddish language, although the

book will mean more to those who are and do. This is a scholarly work. Professor Wisse's sourcing

of her material is meticulous and so is her index. She begins in the time of Heine and goes on up to

modern times discussing the role humor has played in Jewish culture.
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